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Abstract
Elliptic obstacle problems are formulated to ﬁnd either superharmonic solutions or
minimal surfaces that lie on or over the obstacles, by incorporating inequality
constraints. In order to solve such problems eﬀectively using ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD)
methods, the article investigates simple iterative algorithms based on the successive
over-relaxation (SOR) method. It introduces subgrid FD methods to reduce the
accuracy deterioration occurring near the free boundary when the mesh grid does
not match with the free boundary. For nonlinear obstacle problems, a method of
gradient-weighting is introduced to solve the problem more conveniently and
eﬃciently. The iterative algorithm is analyzed for convergence for both linear and
nonlinear obstacle problems. An eﬀective strategy is also suggested to ﬁnd the
optimal relaxation parameter. It has been numerically veriﬁed that the resulting
obstacle SOR iteration with the optimal parameter converges about one order faster
than state-of-the-art methods and the subgrid FD methods reduce numerical errors
by one order of magnitude, for most cases. Various numerical examples are given to
verify the claim.
Keywords: elliptic obstacle problem; successive over-relaxation (SOR) method;
gradient-weighting method; obstacle relaxation; subgrid ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD)
1 Introduction
Variational inequalities have been extensively studied as one of key issues in calculus of
variations and in the applied sciences. The basic prototype of such inequalities is repre-
sented by the so-called obstacle problem, inwhich aminimization problem is often solved.
The obstacle problem is, for example, to ﬁnd the equilibrium position u of an elasticmem-
brane whose boundary is held ﬁxed, with an added constraint that the membrane lies






 + |∇u| dx, s.t. u≥ ϕ in Ω ,u = f on Γ , (.)
where Γ = ∂Ω denotes the boundary of Ω and f is the ﬁxed value of u on the boundary.
The problem is deeply related to the study of minimal surfaces and the capacity of a set in
potential theory as well. Other classical applications of the obstacle problem include the
study of ﬂuid ﬁltration in porous media, constrained heating, elasto-plasticity, optimal
control, ﬁnancial mathematics, and surface reconstruction [–].
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The problem in (.) can be linearized in the case of small perturbations by expanding
the energy functional in terms of its Taylor series and taking the ﬁrst term, in which case





|∇u| dx, s.t. u≥ ϕ in Ω ,u = f on Γ . (.)
A variational argument [] shows that, away from the contact set {x|u(x) = ϕ(x)}, the solu-
tion to the obstacle problem (.) is harmonic. A similar argument (which restricts itself to
variations that are positive) shows that the solution is superharmonic on the contact set.
Thus both arguments imply that the solution is a superharmonic function. As a matter of
fact, it follows from an application of the maximum principle that the solution to the ob-
stacle problem (.) is the least superharmonic function in the set of admissible functions.
The Euler-Lagrange equation for (.) reads
–u≥ ,
u≥ ϕ,
(–u) · (u – ϕ) = ,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ in Ω ,
u = f , on Γ .
(.)
In modern computational mathematics and engineering, the obstacle problems are not
extremely diﬃcult to solve numerically any more, as shown in numerous publications; see
[–], for example. However, most of those known methods are either computationally
expensive or yet to be improved for higher accuracy and eﬃciency of the numerical so-
lution. In this article, we consider accuracy-eﬃciency issues and their remedies for the
numerical solution of elliptic obstacle problems. This article makes the following contri-
butions.
– Accuracy improvement through subgrid ﬁnite diﬀerencing of the free boundary: It can
be veriﬁed either numerically or theoretically that the numerical solution easily
involve a large error near the free boundary (the edges of obstacles), particularly when
the grid mesh does not match with the obstacle edges. We suggest a post-processing
algorithm which can reduce the error (by about a digit) by detecting accurate free
boundary in subgrid level and introducing nonuniform ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD) method.
The main goal of the subgrid FD algorithm is to produce a numerical solution of a
higher accuracy uh, which guarantees uh(x)≥ ϕ(x) for all points x ∈ Ω .
– Obstacle SOR: The iterative algorithm for solving the linear system of the obstacle
problem is implemented based on one of simplest iterative algorithms, the successive
over-relaxation (SOR) method. Convergence of the obstacle SOR method is analyzed
and compared with modern sophisticated methods. We also suggest an eﬀective way
to set the optimal relaxation parameter ω. Our simple obstacle SOR method with the
optimal parameter performs better than state-of-the-art methods in both accuracy
and eﬃciency.
– Eﬀective numerical methods for nonlinear problems: For the nonlinear obstacle
problem (.), a method of gradient-weighting is introduced to solve the problem more
conveniently and eﬃciently. In particular, the suggested numerical schemes for the
gradient-weighting problem produce an algebraic system of a symmetric and
diagonally dominantM-matrix of which the main diagonal entries are all the same
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positive constant. Thus the resulting system is easy to implement and presumably
converges fast; as one can see from Section , the obstacle SOR algorithm for
nonlinear problems converges in a similar number of iterations as for linear problems.
The article is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief review for state-
of-the-art methods for elliptic obstacle problems focusing the one in []. Also, accuracy
deterioration of the numerical solution (underestimation) is discussed by exemplifying an
obstacle problem in Dwhere themesh grid does not match with edges of the free bound-
ary. In Section , the SOR is applied for both linear and nonlinear problems and analyzed
for convergence; the limits of iterates are proved to satisfy discrete obstacle problems.
Amethod of gradient-weighting and second-order FD schemes are introduced for nonlin-
ear problems. An eﬀective strategy is suggested to ﬁnd the optimal relaxation parameter.
Section  introduces subgrid FD schemes near the free boundary in order to reduce accu-
racy deterioration of the numerical solution. In Section , various numerical examples are
included to verify the claims we just made. Section  concludes the article summarizing
our experiments and ﬁndings.
2 Preliminaries
As preliminaries, we ﬁrst present a brief review for state-of-the-art methods for elliptic
obstacle problems and certain accuracy issues related to the free boundary.
2.1 State-of-the-art methods for elliptic obstacle problems
This subsection summarizes state-of-the-art methods for elliptic obstacle problems fo-
cusing on the primal-dual method incorporating L-like penalty term (PDLP) studied by
Zosso et al. []. Primal-dual splitting methods have a great deal of attention, particu-
larly in the context of total variation (TV) minimization and L-type problems in image
processing [–].
In the literature of optimization problems, one of common practices is to reformulate
a constrained optimization problem for a unconstrained problem by incorporating the
constraint as a penalty term. Recently, Tran et al. [] proposed the followingminimization





|∇u| +μ(ϕ – u)+, s.t. u|Γ = f , (.)
where μ is a Lagrange multiplier and (·)+ = max(·, ). It is shown that, for suﬃciently large
but ﬁnite μ, the minimizer of the unconstrained problem (.) is also the minimizer of the
original, constrained problem (.).
The PDLP [] is a hybrid method which combines primal-dual splitting algorithm and
the L-like penalty method in (.); it can be summarized as follows.
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Initialize u,u,p ← .
Repeat
(a) pn+ = (pn + r∇hun)/( + r),
(b) u∗ = un + r∇h · pn+,
(c) un+ =Pϕ(u∗),
(d) un+ = un+ – un,
until ‖un+ – un‖∞ < ε,
(PDLP []) (.)
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where ∇h denotes the numerical approximation of the gradient ∇ , associated with the
mesh size h, r and r are constants to be determined, pn is the dual variable representing
the gradient of the primal variable (un), and u∗ is an intermediate solution. Here Pϕ is an








f (x) if x ∈ Γ ,
u∗(x) + rμ if x /∈ Γ and u∗(x) < ϕ(x) – rμ,
ϕ(x) if x /∈ Γ and ϕ(x) – rμ ≤ u∗(x)≤ ϕ(x),
u∗(x) otherwise.
(.)
The above algorithm can be implemented eﬀectively. It follows from (.)(a) that




where h is the discrete Laplacian. Thus Sn+ ≡ ∇h · pn+ can be considered as a variable
and updated in each iteration, averaging its previous iterate Sn and hun as in (.). As
analyzed in [], PDLP (away from the obstacle) can be compared to either the forward
Euler (explicit) scheme for discrete heat equation or a three-level time steppingmethod for
a damped acoustic wave equation, where rr plays the role of the time-step size. PDLP
converges when
rr‖h‖ ≤ , (.)
where ‖h‖ is the operator/induced norm of the discrete Laplacian h (= , when the
mesh size h = ). The authors in [] claimed that ‘[Their] results achieve state-of-the-art
precision in much shorter time; the speed up is one-two orders of magnitude with respect
to the method in [], and even larger compared to older methods [–].’ Thus, in this
article our suggested method would be compared mainly with PDLP (the best-known
method), in order to show its superiority.
2.2 Accuracy issues
The solution of obstacle problems must lie on or over the obstacle (u ≥ ϕ), which is also
one of requirements for numerical solutions. For FD methods and ﬁnite element (FE)
methods for the obstacle problem (.), for example, this requirement can easily be vi-
olated when edges of the free boundary does not match with mesh grids. See Figure ,




 if x ≤ x < p,
 if p≤ x≤ x, (.)
Figure 1 A non-matching grid: The true solution u (red solid
curve) and the numerical solution on the non-matching grid
uh (blue dashed curve). Here the obstacle is the shaded region,
u(x0) = uh(x0) = ϕ(x0) = 0, and u(x5) = uh(x5) = ϕ(x5) = 1.
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which is not matching with the mesh grids {xi : xi = i ·hx, i = , . . . , }. The ﬁgure shows the
true solution u (red solid curve) and a numerical solution uh (blue dashed curve) of the
linear obstacle problem (.) in D. The numerical solution is clearly underestimated and
the magnitude of the error |uh – u| is maximized at x = p:
max
x
∣∣uh(x) – u(x)∣∣ = ∣∣uh(p) – u(p)∣∣ = x – px – x , (.)
which is O(hx).
Let Ch denote the numerical contact set:
Ch ≡
{
x ∈ Ωh : uh(x) = ϕ(x)
}
, (.)
where Ωh is the set of interior grid points. Deﬁne an interior grid point is a neighboring
point if it is not in the contact set but one of its adjacent grid points is in the contact set.
Let the set of neighboring points be called the neighboring set Nh. Then, for the example
in Figure , Ch = {x,x} and Nh = {x}.
The accuracy of the numerical solution uh can be improved by applying a post-
processing in which a subgrid FD method is applied at grid points in the neighboring set.
For example, at x = x, –uxx can be approximated by employing nonuniform FD schemes
over the grid points [x,x,p], given as
–uxx(x)≈ hx
(











 + r . (.)
As r is approaching  (i.e., (p – x) becomes smaller proportionally), the obstacle value
ϕ(p) is more weighted. On the other hand, when r = , ϕ(p) = u and the scheme in (.)




(r˜uj– + ϕ(p))/( + r) if j = ,
(˜uj– + u˜j+)/ if j = , , ,
(.)
where u˜ =  and u˜ = . Then it is not diﬃcult to prove that u˜ is exactly the same as the
true solution u at all grid points (except numerical rounding error), regardless of the grid
size hx.
The above example has motivated the authors to develop an eﬀective numerical algo-
rithm for elliptic obstacle problems in D which detects the neighboring set of the free
boundary, determines the subgrid proportions (r’s), and updates the solution for an im-
proved accuracy using subgrid FD schemes. Here the main goal is to try to guarantee
u(x) ≥ ϕ(x) for all x ∈ Ω (whether x is a grid point or not). Since it is often the case that
the free boundary is determined only after solving the problem, the algorithm must be a
post-process. Details are presented in Section .
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3 Obstacle relaxationmethods
This section introduces and analyzes eﬀective relaxation methods for solving (.) and its
nonlinear problem as shown in (.) below.
3.1 The linear obstacle problem
Wewill begin with second-order approximation schemes for –u. For simplicity, we con-
sider a rectangular domain in R, Ω = (ax,bx)× (ay,by). Then the following second-order
FD scheme can be formulated on the grid points:
xpq := (xp, yq), p = , , . . . ,nx,q = , , . . . ,ny, (.)
where, for some positive integers nx and ny,




Let upq = u(xp, yq). Then, at each of the interior points xpq, the ﬁve-point FD approximation
of –u reads
–hupq =
–up–,q + upq – up+,q
hx
+ –up,q– + upq – up,q+hy
. (.)





upq – up–,q – up+,q – rxyup,q– – rxyup,q+, (.)
where rxy = hx/hy and ust = fst at boundary grid points (xs, yt).
Now, consider the following Jacobi iteration for simplicity. Given an initialization u,
ﬁnd un iteratively as follows.
Algorithm LJ
For n = , , . . .
For q =  : ny – 
For p =  : nx – 
(a) uJ ,pq = +rxy (u
n–
p–,q + un–p+,q + rxyun–p,q– + rxyun–p,q+);





where un–st = fst at boundary grid points (xs, yt).
Note that Algorithm LJproduces a solution u of which the function value at a point is a
simple average of four neighboring values, satisfying the constraint u≥ ϕ.
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Theorem  Let û be the limit of the iterates un of Algorithm LJ . Then û satisﬁes the FD
discretization of (.). That is,
–hûpq ≥ ,
ûpq ≥ ϕpq,
(–hûpq) · (̂upq – ϕpq) = ,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (xp, yq) ∈ Ω

h ,
ûst = fst , (xs, yt) ∈ Γh,
(.)
where Ωh denotes the set of interior grid points and Γh is the set of boundary grid points.
Proof It is clear to see from Algorithm LJ that
ûpq ≥ ϕpq for (xp, yq) ∈ Ωh and ûst = fst for (xs, yt) ∈ Γh.





up–,q + ûp+,q + rxyûp,q– + rxyûp,q+
) ≤ ϕpq = ûpq, (.)
which implies that
≤ ( + rxy)̂upq – ûp–,q – ûp+,q – rxyûp,q– – rxyûp,q+ = (–hûpq) · hx . (.)
On the other hand, let ûpq > ϕpq at (xp, yq). Then, since ûpq = max(̂uJ ,pq,ϕpq), we must have
ûpq = ûJ ,pq, (.)
which implies that –hûpq = . This completes the proof. 
One can easily prove that the algebraic system obtained from (.) is irreducibly di-
agonally dominant and symmetric positive deﬁnite. Since its oﬀ-diagonal entries are all
nonpositive, the matrix must be a Stieltjes matrix and therefore an M-matrix []. Thus
relaxation methods of regular splittings (such as the Jacobi, the Gauss-Seidel (GS), and
the successive over-relaxation (SOR) iterations) are all convergent and their limits are the
same as û and therefore satisfy (.). In this article, variants of Algorithm LJ for the GS
and the SOR would be denoted, respectively, by LGS and LSOR(ω), where ω is an over-
relaxation parameter for the SOR,  < ω < . For example, LSOR(ω) is formulated as
Algorithm LSOR(ω)
For n = , , . . .
For q =  : ny – 
For p =  : nx – 
(a) uGS,pq = +rxy (u
n
p–,q + un–p+,q + rxyunp,q– + rxyun–p,q+);
(b) uSOR,pq = ω · uGS,pq + ( –ω) · un–pq ;





where un–st = unst = fst at boundary grid points (xs, yt).
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Note that the right side of (.)(a) involves updated values wherever available. When
ω = , Algorithm LSOR(ω) becomes Algorithm LGS; that is, LSOR() =LGS.
3.2 The nonlinear obstacle problem
Applying the same arguments for the linear problem (.), the Euler-Lagrange equation
for the nonlinear minimization problem (.) can be formulated as
N (u)≥ ,
u≥ ϕ,
N (u) · (u – ϕ) = ,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ in Ω ,
u = f , on Γ ,
(.)
where





Thus the solution to the nonlinear problem (.) can be considered as a minimal surface
satisfying the constraint given by the obstacle function ϕ.
Since
√




M(u) · (u – ϕ) = ,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ in Ω ,










Such a method of gradient-weighting will make algebraic systems simpler and better
conditioned, as to be seen below. In order to introduce eﬀective FD schemes forM(u), we
ﬁrst rewriteM(u) as















 + |∇u|) and (
√
 + |∇u|) are the same as
√
 + |∇u|; however, they
will be approximated in a slightly diﬀerent way. The following numerical schemes are of
second-order accuracy and speciﬁcally designed for the resulting algebraic system to be
simpler and better conditioned.
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For the FD scheme at the (p,q)th pixel, we ﬁrst compute second-order FD approxima-
tions of
√
 + |∇u| at xp–/,q(W ), xp+/,q(E), xp,q–/(S), and xp,q+/(N):
dpq,W =
[
 + (upq – up–,q)/hx




dpq,E = dp+,q,W ,
dpq,S =
[
 + (upq – up,q–)/hy































































= dpq,Sdpq,Ndpq,S + dpq,N
,
(.)
where the right-hand sides are harmonic averages of FD approximations of
√
 + |∇u| in
x- and y-coordinate directions, respectively. Then it follows from (.), (.), and (.)
that




upq – apq,Wup–,q – apq,Eup+,q

















Note that apq,W + apq,E = apq,S + apq,N = . As for the linear problem, it is easy to prove that
the algebraic system obtained from (.) is an M-matrix.
Given FD schemes for M(u) as in (.), the nonlinear obstacle problem (.) can be
solved iteratively by the Jacobi iteration.
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AlgorithmNJ
For n = , , . . .
For q =  : ny – 
For p =  : nx – 
(a) uJ ,pq = +rxy (a
n–
pq,Wun–p–,q + an–pq,Eun–p+,q + rxyan–pq,Sun–p,q– + rxyan–pq,Nun–p,q+);





where un–st = fst at boundary grid points (xs, yt).
The superscript (n–) on the coeﬃcients apq,D,D =W ,E,S,N , indicate that they are ob-
tained using the last iterate un–. AlgorithmNJproduces a solution u of which the function
value at a point is a weighted average of four neighboring values, satisfying the constraint
u≥ ϕ. One can prove the following corollary, using the same arguments introduced in the
proof of Theorem .
Corollary  Let û be the limit of the iterates un of Algorithm NJ . Then û satisﬁes the FD
discretization of (.). That is,
Mh (̂u)pq ≥ ,
ûpq ≥ ϕpq,
Mh (̂u)pq · (̂upq – ϕpq) = ,
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (xp, yq) ∈ Ω

h ,
ûst = fst , (xs, yt) ∈ Γh,
(.)
whereMh (̂u)pq denotes the FD scheme ofM(u)(xpq) as deﬁned in (.) with u = û.
Variants of AlgorithmNJ for the GS and the SOR can be formulated similarly as for the
linear obstacle problem; they would be denoted respectively byNGS andNSOR(ω). In prac-
tice, such symmetric coercive optimization problems, the SOR methods are much more
eﬃcient than the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods. We will exploit LSOR(ω) andNSOR(ω)
for numerical comparisons with state-of-the-art methods, by setting the relaxation pa-
rameter ω optimal.
3.3 The optimal relaxation parameter ω̂
Consider the standard Poisson equation with a Dirichlet boundary condition
–u = g in Ω ,
u = f on Γ = ∂Ω ,
(.)
for prescribed functions f and g . LetΩ = [, ], for simplicity, and apply the second-order
FD method for the second derivatives on a uniform grid: h = hx = hy = /(m + ), for some
positive integer. The its algebraic system can be written as
Au = b ∈Rm . (.)
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Then the theoretically optimal relaxation parameter for the SOR method can be deter-




 – ρ(TJ )
, (.)
where ρ(TJ ) is the spectral radius of the iteration matrix of the Jacobi method TJ . The
iteration matrix TJ can be explicitly presented as a block tridiagonal matrix
TJ =

 tridiag(Im,Bm, Im), (.)
where Im is them-dimensional identity matrix and











For such a matrix TJ , it is well known that
ρ(TJ ) =  – ch, for some c > . (.)
Thus it follows from (.) and (.) that the optimal SOR parameter corresponding to










≈  + ch , (.)
where c =
√
c. Hence, for general mesh size h, the corresponding optimal SOR parame-
ter ω̂h can be found as follows.
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
(a) Determine ω̂h for a prescribed mesh size h = h, heuristically.
(b) Find c by solving (.) for c:
c = (/ω̂h – )/h.
(c) Use (.) with the above c to determine ω̂h for general h.
(.)
It is often the case that the calibration (.)(a)-(.)(b) can be carried out with a small
problem, i.e., with h of a very low resolution.
4 Subgrid FD schemes for the free boundary: a post-process
This section describes subgrid FD schemes for the free boundary, focusing on the linear
obstacle problem; the arguments to be presented can be applied the same way for nonlin-
ear problems. Again, we assume for simplicity that h = hx = hy.
Let û be the numerical solution of an obstacle problem. Then it would satisfy the dis-
crete obstacle problem (.), particularly ûpq ≥ ϕpq at all (interior) grid points xpq ∈ Ωh .
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However, when the mesh grid is not matching with the free boundary, the obstacle con-
straint û ≥ ϕ may not be satisﬁed at all points x ∈ Ω . This implies that when the mesh is
not ﬁne enough, the numerical solution can be underestimated near the free boundary, as
shown in Figure  in Section .. Note that the error introduced by non-matching grids is
in O(h), while the numerical truncation error is in O(h) for second-order FD schemes.
That is, the underestimation is in O(h), which can be much larger than the truncation
error. The strategy below can be considered as a post-processing algorithm designed in
order to reduce the underestimation without introducing a mesh reﬁnement. The post-
processing algorithm consists of three steps: (a) ﬁnding the numerical contact set and the
neighboring set, (b) subgrid determination of the free boundary, and (c) nonuniform FD
schemes on the neighboring set.
4.1 The contact set and the neighboring set
Finding the numerical contact set is an easy task. Let û and ϕ be the numerical solution
and the lower obstacle, respectively. Then, for example, the characteristic set of contact
points Ch can be determined as follows.
⎡
⎢⎣
Ch = û – ϕ;
if Ch(xpq) > , then Ch(xpq) = ; for all points xpq;
Ch =  –Ch.
(.)
As deﬁned in Section ., an interior grid point is a neighboring point when it is not in
the contact set but one of its adjacent grid points is in the contact set. Thus the neighboring
points can be found more eﬀectively as follows. Visit each point in the contact set; if any
one of its four adjacent points is not in the contact set, then the non-contacting point is a
neighboring point. The set of all neighboring points is the neighboring set Nh.
4.2 Subgrid determination of the free boundary
Let xpq be a neighboring point with two of its adjacent points are contact points
(Ch(p + ,q) = Ch(p,q – ) = ), as in Figure . Then we may assume that the real free
boundary passes somewhere between the contact points and the neighboring points. We
will suggest an eﬀective strategy for the determination of the free boundary in subgrid
level.
We ﬁrst focus on the horizontal line segment connecting xpq and xp+,q in the east (E)
direction. Deﬁne
xE(r) = ( – r)xpq + rxp+,q, r ∈ [, ]. (.)
Figure 2 Contact points (red solid circle) and neighboring points
(blue open circle). The red dashed curve indicates a possible free
boundary.
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Then the corresponding linear interpolation between upq and up+,q over the line segment
is formulated as
LE(r) = ( – r)upq + rup+,q, r ∈ [, ]. (.)
Let
FE(r) = ϕ
(xE(r)) – LE(r), r ∈ [, ]. (.)
Since xpq and xp+,q are a neighboring point and a contact point, respectively, we have
FE() <  and FE() = . (.)
If the free boundary passes between xpq and xp+,q, then theremust exist r ∈ (, ) such that
FE(r) > . Let rE be such that xE(rE) represents the intersection between the line segment




The maximization problem in (.) can be solved easily (using the Newton method, for
example), when the obstacle is deﬁned as a smooth function. A more robust method can
be formulated as a combination of a line search algorithm and the bisection method.
set k, k;
rE = ; Fmax = ;
for k =  : k –  % line search
if FE(k/k) > Fmax
rE = k/k; Fmax = FE(k/k);
end
end
if rE <  % reﬁne it through bisection
rb = /k;
for k =  : k
rb = rb/;
if FE(rE – rb) > Fmax
rE = rE – rb; Fmax = FE(rE – rb);
end
if FE(rE + rb) > Fmax







– The last evaluation of ϕ (and saving) is necessary for the nonuniform FD schemes on
the neighboring set, which will be discussed in Section .. The quantity BE will be
used as the Dirichlet value on the free boundary.
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– For other directions D (=W , S, or N ), one can deﬁne corresponding diﬀerence
functions FD as shown in (.)-(.) for D = E. Then rD can be obtained by applying
(.) with FE being replaced with FD. When the adjacent point xD() is not a contact
point, you may simply set rD = . Thus each neighboring point produces an array of
four values [rW , rE , rS, rN ] and free boundary values for the directions D where rD < .
– Assuming that (.) has a unique solution and the obstacle is given as a smooth






where h is mesh size. It has been numerically veriﬁed that the choice (k,k) = (, )
is enough for an accurate detection of the free boundary, for which the upper bound
of the error becomes h/ = .h.
4.3 Nonuniform FD schemes on the neighboring set
Let xpq = (xp, yq) be a neighboring point. Then rpq,D ∈ (, ] would be available for each
D ∈ {W ,E,S,N}; Bpq,D is also available for rD < . Thus the FD scheme for –uxx(xpq) can be
formulated over three points {(xp – rpq,Whx, yq), (xp, yq), (xp + rpq,Ehx, yq)} as follows.
–uxx(xpq)≈ hx
(
– upq,Wrpq,W (rpq,W + rpq,E)








up–,q if rpq,W = ,
Bpq,W if rpq,W < ,
upq,E =
{
up+,q if rpq,E = ,
Bpq,E if rpq,E < .
Similarly, the FD scheme for –uyy(xpq) can be formulated over three points in the y-
direction {(xp, yq – rpp,Shy), (xp, yq), (xp, yq + rpp,Nhy)}:
–uyy(xpq)≈ hy
(
– upq,Srpq,S(rpq,S + rpq,N )
+ upqrpq,S · rpq,N –
upq,N






up,q– if rpq,S = ,
Bpq,S if rpq,S < ,
upq,N =
{
up,q+ if rpq,N = ,
Bpq,N if rpq,N < .
Thus, the post-processing algorithm of the obstacle SOR (.), LSOR(ω), can be formu-
lated by replacing the two terms in the right side of (.) with the right sides of (.) and
(.), and computing uGS,pq in (..a) correspondingly at all neighboring points.
5 Numerical experiments
In this section, we apply the obstacle SOR method and the post-processing schemes to
various obstacles to verify their eﬀectiveness and accuracy. We mainly concern -D ob-
stacle problems of Dirichlet boundary conditions. The algorithms are implemented, for
both one and double obstacles, in Matlab and carried out on a Desktop computer of an
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Intel i-S . GHz processor. The optimal relaxation parameter is calibrated with
the lowest resolution to ﬁnd a constant c (.) and the constant is used for all other
cases. For a comparison purpose, we implemented a state-of-the-art method, PDLP [],
and its parameters (r and r in (.)) are found heuristically for cases where the param-
eters are not suggested in []. The iterations are stopped when the maximum diﬀerence
of consecutive iterates becomes smaller than the tolerance ε:
∥∥un – un–∥∥∞ < ε, (.)
where ε = – mostly; Section . uses ε = – for an accurate estimation of the error.
For all examples, the numerical solution is initialized from ϕ (the lower obstacle) and the
boundary condition f .
u(x) =
{
ϕ(x) if x ∈ Ωh ,
f (x) if x ∈ Γh. (.)
5.1 Linear obstacle problems




 if |x – .| + |y – .| < .,
. if (x – .) + (y – .) < .,
. if y = . and . < x < .,
 otherwise.
(.)
We solve the linear obstacle problem varying resolutions. The tolerance is set ε = –
hereafter except for examples in Section .. Table  presents the number of iterations and
CPU (the elapsed time, measured in second) for the linear problem of the non-smooth ob-
stacle (.). One can see from the table that our suggested method requires less iterations
and converges about one order faster in the computation time than the PDLP, a state-
of-the-art method. We have also implemented the primal-dual hybrid gradient (PDHD)
algorithm in [, , ] for obstacle problems. The PDLP turns out to be a simple adap-
tation of the PDHD and their performances are about the same, particularly when μ is set
large. For the resolution × , Figure  depicts the numerical solutions of the PDLP
and the obstacle SOR and their contour lines. For this example, both the PDLP and the
obstacle SOR resulted in almost identical solutions.
Table 1 The number of iterations and CPU for the linear problem of the non-smooth obstacle
ϕ1 (5.3)
(ε = 10–6) PDL1P Obstacle SOR
Resolution Iter CPU Iter CPU
32× 32 1,284 0.13 84 0.005
64× 64 1,744 0.71 148 0.03
128× 128 2,111 3.58 268 0.22
256× 256 2,097 14.09 525 1.70
For PDL1P [14], set μ = 108 , r1 = 0.01, and r2 = 12.5.
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Figure 3 Solutions to the linear problem for the obstacle ϕ1 (5.3) at resolution 64× 64. (a) The
numerical solution by the PDL1P, (b) its contour plot, (c) the numerical solution by the obstacle SOR, and
(d) its contour plot.
As the second example, we consider the radially symmetric obstacle ϕ : Ω → R with
Ω = [–, ] deﬁned by
ϕ(r) =
{√
 – r if r ≤ r∗,
– otherwise, (.)
where r∗ = . . . . , the solution of
(
r∗
)( – log(r∗/)) = . (.)
For the obstacle ϕ, the analytic solution to the linear obstacle problem can be deﬁned as
u∗(r) =
{√
 – r if r ≤ r∗,
–(r∗) ln(r/)/
√
 – (r∗) otherwise, (.)
when the boundary condition is set appropriately using u∗. See Figure , in which we give
plots of ϕ and the true solution u∗.
In Table , we compare performances of the PDLP and the obstacle SOR applied for
the linear obstacle problem with (.). The PDLP uses the parameters suggested in []
(μ = ., r = ., r = .). As one can see from the table, our suggested method
takes about one order less CPU time than the PDLP for the computation of the numerical
solution. In Figure , we show the numerical solutions uh and the errors uh –u∗ produced
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Figure 4 The true solution to the linear problem for the obstacle ϕ2 (5.4) at resolution 64× 64. (a) The
obstacle ϕ2 and (b) the true solution u∗ (5.6)
Table 2 L∞-errors, the number of iterations, and the CPU for linear obstacle problemwith ϕ2
(5.4)
(ε = 10–6) PDL1P Obstacle SOR
Resolution L∞-error Iter (CPU) L∞-error Iter (CPU)
32× 32 8.91 · 10–3 715 (0.09) 8.69 · 10–3 62 (0.02)
64× 64 3.01 · 10–3 1,340 (0.60) 3.05 · 10–3 122 (0.04)
128× 128 7.66 · 10–4 1,971 (3.51) 7.64 · 10–4 244 (0.22)
256× 256 1.86 · 10–4 2,072 (14.85) 1.88 · 10–4 489 (1.63)
The PDL1P uses the parameters suggested in [14] (μ = 0.1, r1 = 0.008, r2 = 15.625).
by the PDLP and the obstacle SOR at the  ×  resolution. The solutions are almost
identical and the errors are nonpositive. This implies that the numerical solutions of the
obstacle problem are underestimated.
As a more general obstacle problem, we consider the elastic-plastic torsion problem
in []. The problem is to ﬁnd the equilibrium position of the membrane between two








uvdx, s.t. ψ ≥ u≥ ϕ in Ω ,u = f on Γ . (.)
Let Ω = [, ] and the problem consist of two obstacles ϕ :Ω →R, ψ :Ω →R and the




 if (x, y) ∈ S = {(x, y) : |x – y| ≤ .∧ x≤ .},
–eyg(x) if x≤  – y and (x, y) /∈ S,






x if ≤ x≤ /,
( – x) if / < x≤ /,
(x – /) if / < x≤ /,
( – (x – /)) if / < x≤ /,
(x – /) if / < x≤ /,
( – (x – /)) if / < x≤ .
(.)
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Figure 5 Numerical solutions uh and errors uh – u∗ at the 64× 64 resolution. (a)-(b) by the PDL1P and
(c)-(d) by the obstacle SOR.
Figure 6 Elastic-plastic torsion problem. (a) The obstacles (ψ3 and ϕ3) and (b) the force v.
See Figure , where the obstacles and the force are depicted.
In Table , we present performances of the PDLP and the obstacle SOR applied for
the elastic-plastic torsion problem (.). For the PDLP, we use the parameters suggested
in [] (μ = ., r = ., r = .). As one can see from the table, our suggested
method again resulted in the numerical solution about one order faster than the PDLP
measured in the CPU time. In Figure , we illustrate the simulated membranes in the
equilibrium satisfying (.) and their contact sets at resolution  × . In Figures (b)
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Table 3 The number of iterations and the CPU time for the elastic-plastic torsion problem
(5.7)
(ε = 10–6) PDL1P Obstacle SOR
Resolution Iter CPU Iter CPU
32× 32 887 0.13 47 0.02
64× 64 1,287 0.68 98 0.04
128× 128 1,609 3.43 193 0.22
256× 256 1,866 17.27 368 1.58
For the PDL1P, we use the parameters suggested in [14] (μ = 0.1, r1 = 0.008, r2 = 15.625).
Figure 7 The numerical solutions and the contact sets for the elastic-plastic torsion problem at the
64× 64 resolution. (a)-(b) by the PDL1P and (c)-(d) by the obstacle SOR.
and (d), the upper and lower contact sets are colored in yellow (brightest in gray scale)
and blue (darkest in gray scale), respectively. The results produced by the two methods
are apparently the same.
5.2 Nonlinear obstacle problems
The obstacle SOR is implemented for nonlinear obstacle problems as described in Sec-
tion ..
In Table , we present experiments for which the obstacle SOR is applied for nonlinear
obstacle problems with ϕ = ϕi, i = , , . From a comparison with linear cases presented in
Tables , , and , we can see for each of the obstacles that the obstacle SOR iteration for the
nonlinear problem converges in a similar number of iterations as for the linear problem.
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Table 4 The performance of the obstacle SOR applied for nonlinear obstacle problems with
ϕ = ϕi , i = 1,2, 3
(ε = 10–6) ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3
Resolution Iter CPU Iter CPU Iter CPU
32× 32 79 0.02 62 0.04 47 0.04
64× 64 133 0.16 121 0.17 98 0.16
128× 128 257 1.25 239 1.16 192 1.09
256× 256 513 10.19 477 9.20 368 8.24
Figure 8 Nonlinear obstacle problemwith ϕ = ϕ1 at resolution 64× 64. (a) The nonlinear numerical
solution and (b) its contour plot.
Figure 9 The difference between the linear solution and the nonlinear solution, at the 64× 64
resolution, for the obstacle problemwith ϕ = ϕ1. (a) (uh,linear – uh,nonlinear) and (b) its density plot.
Only the apparent diﬀerence is the CPU time; an iteration of the nonlinear solver is about
as six time expensive as that of the linear solver, due to the computation of coeﬃcients as
in (.). For ϕ = ϕ, the nonlinear solution is plotted in Figure . Comparedwith the linear
solutions in Figure , the nonlinear solution shows slightly lower function values, which
is expected. As the grid point approaches the obstacles, the solution shows an increasing
gradient magnitude. This may enlarge weights for far-away grid values as shown in (.),
which in return acts as a force to reduce function values. The diﬀerence between the linear
solution and the nonlinear solution, at the ×  resolution, is depicted in Figure .
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5.3 Post-processing algorithm
In Figure , one have seen that the error, the diﬀerence between the numerical solution
and the analytic solution, shows its highest values near the free boundary. The larger error
is due to the result of mismatch between the mesh grid and the obstacle edges. In order
to eliminate the error eﬀectively, we apply the subgrid FD schemes in Section  as a post-
processing (PP) algorithm. For the examples presented in this subsection, the numerical
solutions are solved as follows: (a) the problem is solved with ε = – (pre-processing),
(b) the free boundary is estimated with (k,k) = (, ) and subgrid FD schemes are ap-
plied at neighboring grid points as in Section , and (c) another round of iterations is
applied to satisfy the tolerance ε = –.
First, we consider a step function for an one-dimensional (D) obstacle, as in Section ..
Let Ω = [, ] and ϕ :Ω →R deﬁned by
ϕ(x) =
{
 if ≤ x < π/,
 if π/≤ x≤ . (.)
The analytic solution to the linear problem is given as
u,true(x) =
{
x/π if ≤ x < π/,
 if π/≤ x≤ . (.)
Figure  shows the numerical solutions to the linear problem associated to (.) with
and without the post-process, and their errors. The numerical solutions without and with
the post-process are obtained iteratively satisfying the tolerance ε = –. Notice that
the solution without post-process is underestimated and shows a relatively high error:
‖u – u,true‖∞ = .. The error is reduced to ‖upp – u,true‖∞ = . × – after the
post-process.
The post-processing algorithm is applied to the linear obstacle problem in -D involv-
ing ϕ = ϕ. Table  contains eﬃciency results that compare performances of the PDLP,
the obstacle SOR (without post-process), and the obstacle SOR with the post-process
Figure 10 The post-processing algorithm applied for an obstacle problem in 1D at resolution 16.
(a) The computed solutions without the post-process (blue solid curve) and with the post-process (red
dotted curve with × marks) and (b) their errors. Here the subscript pp indicates the post-process.
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Table 5 CPU time and iteration comparisons for the suggested post-process, applied to the
linear problemwith ϕ = ϕ2
(ε = 10–7) PDL1P Obstacle SOR Obstacle SOR+PP
Resolution Iter CPU Iter CPU Iter CPU
25× 25 814 0.07 56 0.02 92 0.07
50× 50 1,486 0.40 108 0.03 147 0.10
100× 100 2,092 2.26 213 0.13 299 0.26
200× 200 2482 10.47 416 0.84 570 1.34
Table 6 L∞ and L2 error comparisons for the suggested post-process, applied to the linear
problemwith ϕ = ϕ2
(ε = 10–7) PDL1P Obstacle SOR Obstacle SOR+PP
Resolution L∞ error L2 error L∞ error L2 error L∞ error L2 error
25× 25 1.94 · 10–2 4.35 · 10–3 1.94 · 10–2 4.38 · 10–3 8.44 · 10–4 2.80 · 10–4
50× 50 4.38 · 10–3 8.10 · 10–4 4.39 · 10–3 8.41 · 10–4 2.01 · 10–4 6.93 · 10–5
100× 100 1.25 · 10–3 2.73 · 10–4 1.25 · 10–3 2.87 · 10–4 5.16 · 10–5 1.79 · 10–5
200× 200 5.45 · 10–4 7.29 · 10–5 5.46 · 10–4 7.76 · 10–5 1.40 · 10–5 4.74 · 10–6
Figure 11 Plots of the error (uh – u∗) at the 50× 50 resolution for the linear obstacle problemwith
ϕ = ϕ2. (a) by the PDL1P, (b) by the obstacle SOR, and (c) by the obstacle SOR+PP.
(Obstacle SOR+PP) at various resolutions; while Table  presents an accuracy compar-
ison for those methods. According to Table , the post-processed solution requires about
% more iterations than the non-post-processed one; the incorporation of the post-
process makes the iterative algorithm as twice expensive measured in CPU time as the
original iteration. However, one can see from Table  that the post-process makes the
error reduced by a factor of ∼. Thus in order to achieve a three-digit accuracy in
the maximum-norm, for example, the PDLP requires . seconds and the obstacle
SOR completes the task in . seconds; when the obstacle SOR+PP takes only . sec-
ond.
Figure  includes plots of the error (uh – u∗) at the  ×  resolution for the linear
obstacle problem with ϕ = ϕ, produced by the PDLP, the obstacle SOR, and the obstacle
SOR+PP. The numerical solutions of the PDLP and the obstacle SOR are almost identi-
cal to each other and clearly underestimated, with the maximum discrepancy occurring
around the free boundary due to the misﬁt between the mesh grid and the free boundary.
It can be seen from Figure (c) that the post-process can eliminate the misﬁt error very
eﬀectively; the remaining error is the truncation error introduced by the second-order FD
schemes.
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5.4 Parameter choices
Finally, we present experimental results for parameter choices, when the obstacle SOR
is applied for the linear problem with ϕ = ϕ. For an eﬀective calibration of the optimal
relaxation parameter as suggested in (.), we ﬁrst select h = /. Then by using a trial-
by-error method, we found the calibrated optimal relaxation parameter ω̂h = ., which
results in the following calibrated constant:
c ≈ .. (.)




. when h = /,
. when h = /,
. when h = /,
. when h = /,
(.)
which is used for the results of the obstacle SOR included in Table .
In order to verify eﬀectiveness of the calibration, we implement a line search algorithm
to ﬁnd a relaxation parameter ω̂ that converges in the smallest number of iterations with
ε = –, the same tolerance as for the results in Table . For h = / and h = /, the




[., ] when h = /,
[., ] when h = /,
[., ] when h = /.
(.)
Note that when the calibrated parameters are used, the iteration counts of the obstacle
SOR presented in Table  are , , and , respectively, for h = /, h = /, and
h = /. Thus the calibrated optimal parameters in (.) are quite accurate for the op-
timal convergence.
Figure 12 The relaxation parameter ω (horizontal axis) vs. the number of iterations (vertical axis) for
solving the linear obstacle problemwith ϕ = ϕ3 by the obstacle SOR. (a) when h = 1/64 and (b) when
h = 1/128.
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6 Conclusions
Although various numerical algorithms have been suggested for solving elliptic obstacle
problems eﬀectively, most of the algorithms presented in the literature are yet to be im-
proved for both accuracy and eﬃciency. In this article, the authors have studied obstacle
relaxation methods in order to get second-order ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD) solutions of obsta-
cle problems more accurately and more eﬃciently. The suggested iterative algorithm is
based on one of the simplest relaxation methods, the successive over-relaxation (SOR).
The iterative algorithm is incorporated with subgrid FD methods to reduce accuracy de-
terioration occurring near the free boundary when the mesh grid does not match with the
free boundary. For nonlinear obstacle problems, a method of gradient-weighting has been
introduced to solve the problemmore conveniently and eﬃciently. The iterative algorithm
has been analyzed for convergence for both linear and nonlinear obstacle problems. An
eﬀective strategy is also presented to ﬁnd the optimal relaxation parameter. The resulting
obstacle SOR has converged about one order faster than state-of-the-art methods and the
subgrid FD methods could reduce the numerical errors by one order of magnitude.
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